Abstract: This paper is written in the frame of the usage of finite element method at high frequencies. Simulations in time and frequency domain have their own methodology, for example the setting of the excitations and boundary conditions. The paper presents the weak formulations of both domains derived from Maxwell's equations and from the Sommerfeld radiation condition, simulations in isotropic and linear media, and if it is possible, comparisons between the simulations and analytical results. The first part of the paper is about the theory of the electromagnetics, the form of the wave equations in time and frequency domain, and about the nodal finite element method. The second chapter is about deriving the weak forms, and about their implementation method. The final chapter shows the implementation of the finite element method, and some results simulated in time and frequency domain with different geometry and boundary conditions.
1. Introduction
Electromagnetics at high frequencies
The basics of the theory of electromagnetism are defined by Maxwell's equations [1] , that describe the behavior of the electromagnetic field in every moment and at every point in space for all frequencies. The equations have a form in time and frequency domain as well. The differential forms of Maxwell's equations in time domain for linear media [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] are the following:
∇ × H(r,t) = J (r,t) + σE(r,t) + ε ∂E(r,t) ∂t
∇ × E(r,t) = −µ ∂H(r,t) ∂t ,
∇ · B(r,t) = 0,
∇ · D(r,t) = ρ.
Here, the field quantities are depending on space r and time t H = H(r,t) 
Here, E i denotes the so called impressed electric field. The first Maxwell's equation in (1) and the second one in (2) in the frequency domain under the condition σ εω can be written [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
as:
∇ × H(r,ω) = J (r,ω) + σE(r,ω) + jωε 0 ε r E(r,ω),
∇ × E(r,ω) = −jωµ 0 µ r H(r,ω),
where ω is the angular frequency and j is the imaginary unit. If there are no surface currents, on the boundary of the two media, the tangential component of the electric and the magnetic field intensity are continuous:
Above, n denotes the normal vector of the surface. The electric field is perpendicular to any perfectly conducting plane. At infinity, the electric field and the magnetic field must vanish, the electric field and magnetic field satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition [8] :
where r is the distance from the source of the electromagnetic field, and k 0 is the wave number in free space. The wave number is defined as:
Wave equation in time domain
The wave equation for the electric field can be derived from (1) and (2) in time domain [5, 8] by eliminating the magnetic field intensity as:
Simulations are performed in a finite space, the boundaries are not at the infinity, i.e. the Sommerfeld radiation condition is not usable in the form of (12) . On the surface of a finite space, the radiation condition in time domain [8] can be approximated as:
where Y 0 is the wave admittance of free space, and
Wave equation in frequency domain
The wave equation for the electric field can be derived from (8) and (9) in frequency domain [5, 8] by eliminating the magnetic field intensity as:
where Z 0 is the wave impedance of the free space,
On the surface of a finite space, the Sommerfeld radiation condition in frequency domain [8] can be approximated as:
Basics of nodal finite element method
Finite element method [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ] is a numerical technique developed for finding approximate solutions of differential equations. It is used to approximate analytically unsolvable or hardly solvable problems, such as electromagnetic, thermal, fluid, etc. problems. The method has four main steps [6] :
• Specification of the model: defining the geometry, and the physics of the problem;
• Preprocessing: discretization of the geometry, finite element mesh;
• Calculation: finite element assembly, solving the equation system;
• Postprocessing: evaluation of the results.
In this paper, the preprocessing step was made in the frame of Gmsh [14, 15] , the calculation and the postprocessing steps were realized by Matlab [16] functions.
To solve the approximation of the problem with the weighted residual method, the equations are multiplied by arbitrary weighting functions, but in Galerkin's method [17] , the weighting functions are selected as the approximate shape functions. In this paper the nodal shape functions are used, because every example are defined with a current density perpendicular to the plane of the geometry. There are defined shape functions on each node of each element. A shape function interpolates the solution between the mesh nodes. A shape function on a node has the value of 1, and 0 on all other nodes. In 1-dimension, the elements are straight sections. The 1-dimensional shape functions can be defined [6] as:
where N is the shape function, m is the number of the nodes of the element, x i and x j are the coordinates of the nodes of the element. The first and the third order shape functions can be seen on Fig. 1 .
Figure 1. 1-dimensional shape functions
The 2-dimensional linear shape functions on triangle elements can be introduced [6] by using barycentric coordinates. The area of triangles can be calculated by determinants as:
An arbitrary point in the triangle with coordinates (x,y) splits it onto three different triangles (see in Figure 2 ). The area of the triangles can be calculated, as above, as:
Now, the 2-dimensional linear shape functions can be defined as:
The nodal finite element method can be used only, if the unknown vector space is perpendicular to the 2-dimensional geometry, or the unknown field is scalar. 
. Equations in time domain
To find the approximation of the solution of the time domain problem, the wave equation (14) can be multiplied with an arbitrary vector weighting function T and integrated over the whole volume V :
This equation is the so called direct formulation, that contains second order derivatives. It can be eliminated by invoking the vector algebraic identity [9] :
with x = T and y = µ −1 ∇ × E, and the approximation of the Sommerfeld radiation condition (15) , the weak form of the time domain analysis [8] can be represented as:
where S is the integration variable on surface. The finite element method use the weak formulation with Galerkin's-method when the weighting function and the shape function are the same. The solution of the electric field within each element using the shape functions can be expressed [6, 8] as:
Rewriting (27) into (26) results in a second order, inhomogeneous differential equation system [8] :
where:
and e is the columnvector of the unknown electric field. An unconditionally stable method to solve numerically a second order differential equation is the so called Newmark-β method [19] . Using the central difference form for the first and the second order time derivatives:
and the weighted average for undifferentiated quantities:
where β is a parameter between 0 and 1, substituting these into (28), the form of the time-stepping equation system is:
It
Equations in frequency domain
Multiplied the wave equation in frequency domain (17) with an arbitrary vector weighting function T and integrated over the whole volume V :
This equation contains second order derivatives. It can be eliminated by using the vector algebraic identity in (25) with x = T and y = µ −1 r ∇ × E , then the Gauss-Ostrogradskij theorem [6] :
r ∇ × E and the approximation of the Sommerfeld radiation condition (19) , the weak formulation of the frequency domain analysis is:
Substituting (27) into the weak form of (40), the result is a simple equation system in the form:
where
and
The simulations can be evaluated for only one frequency at one case. Along the boundaries, which are not in vacuum/air, the wave number of the surface integral in (42) should be the wave number calculated from the parameters of the boundary material.
Examples
The following simulations will show the advantages and disadvantages of the time and frequency domain simulations. If it is possible, the accuracy of the models will be shown compared to analytical results.
Simulations in time domain

Perfect electrically conducting wall
A perfect electrically conducting wall reflects the electromagnetic wave with a reflexion coefficient -1. The first simulated geometry is a 3 meter long line, an excitation is placed at 1 meter, and the boundary on the right side is a perfectly conducting wall. The conducting wall is implemented as a simple Dirichlet boundary, where the electric field is set to be zero. A Dirichlet-type boundary condition defines the exact value of the solution. The left boundary must be defined as an absorbing boundary to grant the wave propagation without reflexion on the wall. This is a Neumann type boundary condition, which means, during the assembly, to the value R i,i (See in (30)), where i is the number of the node, one has to add the value of Y 0 . A Neumann-type boundary condition specifies the derivative of the solution on a boundary. Two simulations were made on one frequency and one simulation was made with a combined signal (See in Figure 3 ). The results in Fig. 3 are the maximal values on each element after the transient. If the applied frequency is 150 MHz, the distance between the source and the wall is the half of the wavelength, so the sum of the incident and the reflected wave is zero, but at 225 MHz, the distance is three-quarter of the wavelength, so the incident wave meets the reflected wave at the antenna in equal phase. 
Reflexion on the boundary of two different media
On the boundary of two media, if the wave impedances differ from each other, reflexion occurs, what can be calculated as:
where Γ is the reflexion coefficient, Z 02 and Z 01 are the wave impedance of the two media. The geometry is a 5 meter long line, which is separated into two part (See in Figure 4) . In time domain, the reflexion can be calculated from the incident and the reflected wave, 4 m 1 m 
Rectangular cavity rezonator
Analyzing resonators and their quality factors requires time domain simulations, because transients can be analyzed only in the time domain. The transient analysis is needed, because the oscillation is the transient response of the resonators. A resonator with perfectly conducting walls, used on the resonance frequency, has an infinite quality factor. The geometry of the applied problem is a simple square, witch size of the sides are 0.1 meter (See in Figure 6 ). The resonance frequency of this resonator of the mode T E 101 [5] is 1.0606 GHz. The excitation is one period at the resonance frequency. Figure 7 shows the results of an ideal rectangle cavity and a rectangle cavity with badly conducting walls. The boundary of the rectangle cavity with the loss has the properties σ=10 [S/m], and µ r = ε r = 2. The excitation is perpendicular to the plane of the geometry. The wall of Figure 6 . Model of the rectangular cavity the resonator is set as a perfect electrically conducting surface, the electric field must be perpendicular to the perfectly conducting surface. In the 2-dimensional simulations, where the excitation is perpendicular to the simulation plane, the electric field is parallel to the source current, so the electric field is zero on the conducting wall in this case. In Fig. 7 , the dotted line shows the case with perfeclty conducting walls, and the continuous line is for the electric field in the cavity with badly conducting walls. The quality factor of the Time domain simulations are very time consuming, because every time step must be calculated. The transient analysis is only possible in time domain, but for the most of the high frequency problems, it is not needed to calculate the transient behavior.
Simulations in frequency domain
Perfect electrically conducting wall
The following problem, the geometry and the excitation is the same as in the section 3.1.1.The method of implementing of the conducting and absorbing wall is the same as in time domain. The result of a frequency domain simulation is a complex value. The absolute value and the phase of the result can be seen on Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 
Rectangular waveguide
This simulation is a about a simple rectangular waveguide in T E 10 mode. The model of the geometry can be seen in Fig. 10 . The width of the waveguide is 0.1 m, so the Figure 10 . The model of the simulated rectangular waveguide cutoff frequency of this arrangement is 1.5 GHz. The frequency of the excitation is chosen as 2 GHz, from the value of the cutoff frequency and the applied frequency the inguide wavelength van be calculated, witch is 0.2268 m. Fig. 11 shows the absolute value and the phase of the result of the simulation. On Fig. 11 it can be seen that the open ended frequency of the simulation was 300 MHz. In practice, the size of the mirror is much larger, than the wavelength of the signal, the simulation was made on lower frequency for the better visibility, and to decrease the number of unknowns. The mirror is set as a perfect electrically conducting surface. Fig. 13 shows the absolute value and the phase of the result. It can be seen on the plot of the phase, that the wave propagates parallel to the axis of the mirror as an almost perfect plane wave. The real parabolic antennas work on higher frequencies, and have a better polar pattern. The simulations in frequency domain give fast result for the problems, but only at one frequency at a time. In practice, the most important question is the behavior in, and out of the applied frequency range of any device.
Conclusions
In this paper, simple 1-D and 2-D electromagnetic field problems were presented in time and frequency domain. The first chapter is a short theoretical summary of the wave equations expressed to the electric field and of the nodal finite element method as well. In the second chapter the deriving of the applied weak forms in time and frequency domain and their application methods were discussed. These methods were presented via some simple examples. The simulations represent the physical behavior well. Time domain simulation is very effective to find the result with an appropriate input signal and to calculate the transients phenomena, however, it can be very time consuming, because the field must be calculated in every time step. In contrast, a frequency domain simulation can be done only at one frequency at a time, but the implementation of it is much easier, it gives a fast result, and in practice, the behavior of the devices in frequency domain is much more important. In the future, the edge elements will be implemented to simulate complex problems, where the excitation is in the plane of the simulation.
